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160 Students Sign Up
For Sturgeon Bay Trip
Prompted by the success of last year’s winter holiday at Rib M o u n 
tain, W . A. A. is planning a similar trip this year to be held February
1-2 at Sturgeon Bay.
Daytime activities will include skiing, ice skating and tobogganing.
The focus of events will be centered about Saturday night w hen an
informal dinner has been planned to precede an evening of sleigh riding.
Facilities will also be available vide skis for those w h o do not have
during the evening for ice skating their ow n through local sporting
and dancing.
goods firms and an establishment in
T w o hotels in Sturgeon Bay w ill, Sturgeon Bay.
provide over-night accommodations
Chartered buses will transport
for the winter sports enthusiasts.
students and equipment to Sturgeon
Lodging, the Saturday noon and Bay early Saturday morning. They
evening meals and transportation will return to Appleton in time for
will be included in the approximate Sunday supper,
seven dollar charge. Individual arAccording to a preliminary poll,
rangements must be made for Sun- about lt>0 persons have already in
day breakfast and dinner.
dicated their interest in the proAttempts are being m a le to pro- posed trip.

AND ON EARTH, PEACE
And Joseph went up from Galilee, out of the city of N a z a r
eth into Judea, unto the city of David, which is called Bethle
hem;
To be taxed with M ary his espoused wife.
And so it was, that, while they were there, the days were
accomplished that she would be delivered.
And she brought forth her firstborn son, and wrapped him
in swaddling clothes, and laid him in a manger; because there
was no room for them at the inn.
And there were in the same country shepherds abiding in the
field, keeping watch over their flock by night.
And, lo, the angel of the Lord came upon them, and the
glory of the Lord snone round about them, and they were sore
afraid
And the angel said unto them, Fear not: for, behold, I bring
MERRY CHRISTMAS— Although the tree may not be up at home, nor all those presents for
you
good tidings of great joy, which shall be to all people.
friends and relatives bought, these Lawrentians have caught the Christmas spirit while gath
For unto you is born this day in the city of David a Savior
ered around the tree at the Union. Perhaps they're discussing their belief in Sonta Claus.
which is Christ the Lord.
(Photo by Ray Guenther)
And this shall be a sign unto you; Ye shall {ind the babe
wrapped in swaddling clothes, lying in a manger.
And suddenly there was with the angel a m ultitude of the
heavenly host praising God, and saying,
Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good will
toward men,
•
» t'
Luke 7 : 4 - 14.

200 Listen to Orchestra Women Revel
. In Christmas
In First Concert
Celebrations

B Y M A R G U E R IT E S C H U M A N N
Several

hundred

people

braved

without a loss of characteristic ton

icy sidewalks and freezing weather al flavors, and it plays with con
of purpose.
to hear the Lawrence college or siderable unanimity
chestra in its initial concert of the There is no sogginess in their orchseason last evening, and they were i estral textures, but a lot of good
amply rewarded by a program of tonal bounce is evident.
listenable

and

for

the

most

part

Beginning with the tuneful “ W a r

familiar music under the adroit ba March of the Priests” by Mendel1ssohn.
Kilinski’» cohorts rallied
ton of Eugene Kilinski.
T h e orchestra, limited only as to round for the first movement of
obviously contains some su 1Schubert’s “Unfinished” Sym phony,

iiize.

perior

performers,

and

Conductor

Kilinski .seems endowed
personal qualifications
the

m axim u m

to

which proved to be one of the me-

evening.
with the . morable events of the
extract They dealt with the ingratiating in

of musicality

from

terwoven

melodies

in a

pleasant

disciples. T he organization is mellow manner and were roused
well blended into a soothing whole j into a si/.eable fury for an effective
ending.

his

IBSB1b o a r d

“Solveig’s Song’’

by

Grieg,

er in character, were done
Friday, December 20
S w im m in g here. Carleton
Basketball here, Carleton
Wrestling here. Carleton
Saturday. December 21
Christmas recess begins at 12 00

and

Brahm s’ “Hungarian Dance”, folkipleasing

vivacity

and

with

concluded

the orchestra's initial group.
T w o instrumental ensembles took
over

at that point,

which

was

played

by

a pair
Ruth

the

first

of

of flute duets

Anderson,

Mena-

M onday, Januaty li
Christmas recess ends at 8.00

sha. and Richard Hagen, Wisconsin

Thursday, January 9
Religious convocation

the paler delights of life, the young

Saturday, January 11
Basketball here, Illinois Tech

in attractive pastel tones and with

Sunday, January 12
Piano recital. Dayton Grafman
W ednesday, January 15
Charter Day banquet
Thursday, January 16
Convocation. Charter d.tv
General recital. Brainard studio
Friday. January 1<
Faculty meeting
BasKetball here, Monmouth
Saturday. Januar> 18
S w im m in g at Beloit
Basketball at 3 “ loit
Wrestling at Beloit
W ednesday, January 22
Basketball here, Ripon
Thursday, January 23
Classes end
Proficiency ex*iins in foreign lan
guages, 4:30
Friday. January 24
E xam s begin
Cam pus club square dance. Big
gym
Saturday, Fcbruaiy 1
E xam s end

Rapids.

Flute

performers

did

duets
their

being

among

assignments

fine intonation. Miss Anderson and
Mr. Hagen are well matched in ton
al size and quality, and they handl
ed their technical work with dainty
teamwork.
Most arresting work on the pro
gram was the “Chorale and Fugue
for Brass Quartet”
by
William
W ard, assistant professor of theory
at the conservatory. In it the tradi
tional chorale ynd fugue form is
cast into the modern mould, with
an unusual polytonal effect result
ing. Robert Seering
and
David
Schanke, trumpets: and Bruce Har| ry and Shirley Weber, trombones,
handled their difficult scores in a
creditable style.
The orchestra concluded the pro
gram with "Valse Triste’’ and “Fin
landia.”
both
by
Sibelius. The
Valse was given an appropriately
i morbid reading,
and
the second
wound things up very briskly with
a lot of lusty tympani work.

Housemothers at the three girls’
dorms

«ave Christmas

parties for

the girls during the past week.
Freshman girls, sitting before the
blazing fireplace

in

the Brokaw

lounge Monday night, sang Christ

Exchange Students Describe
Delightful Christmas Customs
BY G A IL O U T L A N D

In a few days, nearly every coun
mas carols and ate iee cream bars,
popcorn and cookies served by Mrs. try of the world will celebrate the
Ladwig, their housemother.
most wonderful holiday of the year,
At Ormsby on Thursday
night Christmas. The customs of people
everyone was heralded to the party may differ, but the spirit is essenby a choir of senior girls which , tially the same everywhere. L a w 
started on third floor and collect rence’s two
"foreign”
students,
ed all the girls until they reached Bjorn Endreson and Ruth Takathe parlor. There, they were greet yesu. have described Chrismas cele
ed by Mrs. Smith who served re brations in two opposite parts of the
freshments while they continued globe, but both are much like our
their singing around the Christmas 1own.
tree.
I In the hilly little country of Nor
The old traditional Sage Christ way, where Christmas is always
mas party was given by Miss Wie- white, the holiday officially begins
gand, even to the gingerbread men at five o'clock on Christmas Eve
“ It just wouldn’t be a Christmas when all the church bells of the
party at Sage without the ginger land begin to send echoes bound
bread m en," maintained Miss Wie- ing back and forth among the hills.
gand who started the tradition. Miss Then preparations cease and the
Mattson, dietitian,
also
prepared celebration begins. The Christmas
J fruit punch and popcorn balls for tree is brought in and trimmed with
the girls last night.
paper stars and chains that the chil
In keeping with tradition. Rosy dren have made, and candles and a
Fulton led a 1f> girl choir from the big star on top. At this time the
fourth floor to the first as they sang whole family joins hands around
the announcement
of the annual the tree and sings carols.
party.
W hen the family sits down to sup

Gerhartz, Hedges
And Kellom Solo
With Colleqe Choir
June Gerhartz. contralto, Winogene Kellom, soprano, and Carroll
Hedges,
contralto,
were
soloists
’ with the Lawrence college choir
yesterday in a convocation progr*in
of Christmas music. June sang the
srlo part in the “Choral Fantasy on
Christmas Carols” by Holst. Winogene chose “Sweet
Little Jesus
B oy" by MacGimsey for her selec
tion and Carroll sang L eh m an n ’s
“ N o Candl*‘ W as There
and
No
Fire”.
The choir, undei the direction of
Carl J Waterman, dean of the Co n
servatory of music, included two
selections by Gevaert. "T h e Three
Kings” and “The Sleep of the Child
Jesus", and the "Carol of the Bells"
by
Leontovitch.
Ken
Darbey's
" 'Twas the Night Before Christ
mas’’ was considered .he high point
of the program from the angle of
the students.

per. a bowl of cooked rice is sol
emnly laid out in the barn to feed
the naughty gnomes and elves who
live there, for those little creatures
will injure the crops next summer
if not politely treated. In the m orn
ing. the bowl is always empty, and
the children and the superstitious
are sure that the gnomes have been
well satisfied to eat so much <but
Bjorn says that, after all. cats and
rat- live in barns, too». The family
puts out a meal for the birds, too,
so no living creature will be hungry
on this night.
Norwegian children do not hang
up their stockings for Santa Claus
to fill because he comes right into
the house and presents the gifts in
person.
H e nods under his long
pointed cap and smiles behind his
long white
whiskers and
gives
cheery greetings to everyone along
with the gifts.
The Norwegian
Santa Claus, or "julenesse,” is as
fat or as thin as the person undrr
those whiskers happens to be, but
he is as jolly as any St, Nick any
where in the world. O n Christmas
eve everyone stays up until the
littlest cclebrators fall asleep be

hind the door, and the older ones
begin to nod over their presents.
Since

Christmas

lasts

for

three

days, the rest of the time is spent
in eating, sleeping, and visiting.
On

the other side of the globe,

in the land of palm trees and sleepy
lagoons, the Christmas customs are
almost identical

with ours.

When

the first missionaries went to H a 
waii they taught the natives about
the Christmas celebration, and since
the acquisition of the territory by
the United States, they have ab
sorbed all of our tradition.
Real spruce and balsam Christ
mas trees are shipped in large quan
tities to Hawaii so every house has
one. The trees are decorated in the
traditional American fashion even
to white cotton and artificial snow
underneath— artificial white Christ
mases in a land of sunshine. During
the war, when shipping space could
not be used
for such things
as
Christmas trees, native trees were
cut down and sprayed silver to
give a little taste of Christmas at
mosphere.
Santa Claus visits all the good
children by means of sleigh ahd
reindeer, but in the absence
of
chimneys
he is forced
to enter
through a more conventional door
or window. He fills stockings hung
on the ends of beds due to a lack
of fireplaces.

Beauty Queens
To be Elected at
January Convo
So that the 1947 “ Ariel” may fea
ture the pictures of this year’s beau
ty queens, the Executive committee
voted last Tuesday night to hold
their election at the first convoca
tion after Christmas vacation, Jan 
uary 9.
A committee consisting of Bob
Hendries, chairman. Larry Schicd*
ermayer and Verne
Duerrwachter
was appointed to arrange and dis
tribute ballots.

M-Iff
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Modern Architecture
Discussed at Art Club
The twentieth century is no age
for re-hashing bygone styles ol
architecture, Charles M . Brooks, Jr.,
associate professor of art, told the
I^awrence Art Association Sunday
afternoon in Main hall, in dis
cussing “Architecture As a Reflec
tion or Contemporary Life." Just
as the classics, braoque, and gothic
building styles were definite reflect.ons of distinctive cultural periods
in the past, so is the functional sim
plicity advocated in current archi
tectural construction an expression
of our highly mechanized civiliza*
tion.

King Stands
To StretchNow It's Law!
< A C P )— The Kin#
of England
st.irted something when he stretch
ed during the singing of the Halle
lujah Chorus.
There is .1 curious legend about
w hy people stand at its presenta
tion.
T h e King of
England, at
tending a performance of the Mes
siah, was sitting in his special box
on the tlieater’s
mezzaine level,
from which he could i>e seen by a
large part of the audience.

However, where past architectur
al practices were confined to rela
tively small areas of the woild, the
present day is world-wide in »cope,
and is more accurately sailed the
International Style, rather than
Modern.
Four element! in 20th century
culture have actively shaped it*
building trends: the perfection of
industrialism which has resulted in
speedy transportation and manufac
ture; the practical disappearances
of national isolationism; uncontioiled gravitation to cities, creatinf
the greatest housing and sanitation
problem in the history ol the world;
and keying up the capitalistic com
petition in which obsoletion and
desire for newer living and business
quarters motivate building. The
average lifetime of a skyscraper is
32 years. Brooks ita ted.
Urban housing problems include
group or family ¡shelters as typified

by apartment buildings; civic shel
ters such as schools, concert halls,
churches,
and
auditoriums;
and
commercial shelter needed for fac
tories, warehouses and office build
ings.
Urban architecture lends
itself
more readily to the international
Style than suburban residences, the
sj>eaker stated, though notable con
tributions have ooen made toward
fresh private housing forms by four
contemporary
archi
The performance was especially !outstanding
long that night and the theater 1 tects: Ixmis Henry Sullivan, Frunk
grew quite warm. So, just before IJoyd Wright, Walter Gropius and
the Hallelujah Chorus presentation, j Le Corbusier.
the king stood up to stretch. Peo- 1 Sullivah. who is considered the
REST YE MERRY LAWRENTIANS— Joan Huss and George McClellan are doing just that ai
pie in the audience because of father of modern architecture, laid
they
chat over cups of coffee under the Union wreath. Joan and George, together with over
down three basic principles — that
court etiquette also stood up.
No longer do tests,
Then while the king was still form should express function, that three-fourths of their fellow students, are already Christmas-minded.
st.mding. the
singers began
the : materials should express themselves 1 term papers and such stand in their way. (Photo by Ray Guenther)
strains of the chorus. This was the without synthetic pietentions, and'
beginning of the tradition, for those that ornament should be intrinsic in
voice from the first row. “Next
S O P H O M O R E P IC T U R E S
who did not know that the king the surface, and not applied to the
three.” A loud, concerted moan is
The week after vacation sec*
hud stood up thought that others surface.
sued from the lips of the anxious
ond
semester
freshmen
and
in the audience wen* standing be- I A major architectural problem to- !
audience, most of w hom had been
day, Brooks concluded, is that of
cause of the music itself.
sophomores will go before the
crouched precariously on the edge
IJttle by little, the custom spread, maintaining the beauty and livabilof their chairs. Mr. Cloak smiled
camera for the “ Ariel”, it«« edi
until now it has become tradition ity in a house of International de
grimly, then gave vent to his dis
tors announce. Those w h o al
to stand whenever the Hallelujah sign, as well as being concerned
tinctive laugh.
ready have individual pictures
with practical living functions.
«Chhrusjs perftTlmed.
"•
A n d the scene of this little drama?
“ W hy , he said that I had a sup Well, ’twas merely the little theater
that they wish to have appear,
pressed desire for . . . . you’re sure upstairs in main hall, and the oc
should contact Larry Schiedethis w o n ’t disturb you now?”
casion was the Radio Players tryout
mayer before the holidays to
“ W h y of course not Go right on! session this last Tuesday, December
cheek on the size.
What did he say?”
17.
“The psychoanalyst said I had a
A lot of good talent was discov quaking aspirants slither out the
suppressed desire for . . .”
ered, too, but naturally the judges inviting door to await the “later
From
“CUTS” boomed an exasperated wouldn’t admit that. They let the date” when said aspirants would ut
notified of their “ possibilities"
At any rate, w e shall soon be
listening
to a
twenty-and-sone
week series of programs to he
broadcast by this Radio Pliyei.
Nearest Stationery Store To The Campus
group. The broadcasts, to be pre
sented over W H B Y , will be under
Î Phone 86
300 E. College Ave.
the auspices of the drama depart
ment, and full credit toward Sunse *
W'ill be given to the actors Let us
OFFICE SUPPLIES and FURNITURE
hope that the programs will be <18
interesting and the casts be ¡is fine
as they were last year.

Lawrentians
Try Out for
Radio Group

Season's Greetings
E. W. SHANNON

SCHEAFFER Pen and Pencils
Leather Carrying Case
Notebooks & Paper
Stationery, Etc.

SYLVESTER »< NIELSEN

209 I. College Are.

Phone 209

Contact Lens S pecialist
Dr. W IL L IA M H. GIBSON
Optometrist

JUST RECEIVED!
A t ol! Christmas Holiday partys
— and always be in the latest
style w ith o FO R M A L from

'**'»
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MEN S BLACK
DRESS SHOES

F o rm a l e le g a n c e sot off w ith a n

Prescribing of Lenses.

114 W. College A v e .
Appleton, Wis.
Phone 8340

Formal Wear

E venin g W rap.

E VEN IN G WRAPS

Examining, Refracting, and

Just the Shoe you have been w aiting for
to com plete your form al attire.
N U N N -B U S H and EDGERTON

Our

d re a m y

silhouette«; —

de

sig n ed to m a k e you

Grace’s Apparel Shop
110 N. ONEIDA ST.

. Prices 8.50 and 12 95

Heekert Shoe Co.

Phone 1217

W e A lso Have
Selected Lines of
T oiletries

(SELLING'S
Prescription P harm acy
Phone 131

?
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THE

Ski Enthusiasts Meet to
Formulate Plans for Year
About

one

hundred

Lawrence

way.

The seven members of this

skiers attended the first meeting of latter group are Bjorn Endreson,
the newly formed Lawrence Col Ted Roeder, D o n Tourangeau, Rob
ert Brebner, Walter Paulson, Dale
lege Ski club. After short talks by
Hank, and Tom M cDonough.
Coach A. C.
Denney and Bjorn
It has been suggested that the
End reson, our
exchange student group could m ake several trips
from Norway, officers were elected. to N e w London's Mosquito Hill and
They were: Bjorn Endreson, pres to the Hortonville hill as well as
ident; Don Tourangeau, vice pres practice behind Orm sby and at A p 
ident; and Janet Tipp, secretary* pleton’s three golf courses. T h e club
treasurer.
members have shown interest in
The group was then divided into attending the
between-semesters
three classes; “A ."
the beginners; excursion to Sturgeon Bay. too.
“B ." the intermediate group; and the
Notice of
the next
meeting,
experts, class “C.”
Class “C " will which is to be held soon, will be
act as a student faculty under the displayed prominently in the halls.
advice of Bjorn, w ho received sev« Movies m ay be shown, and elemen
•ral awards for his skiing In Nor- tary demonstrations will be given.
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Use Your Head, Take the Data
On Fraternities for What It Is
L IS T E N , G A N G —

What was the standard used in arriving at the 100%

Figures are very misleading. You know, you can
get a set of statistics to prove anything you want.

number *f

You can prove that labor strikes affect production,

divided by the total nnatber of chapters at the college
timet 100.*’ Swell. 5 x 100 equals 100%.

or that they don ’t affect production. A n d the inter
esting thing is that the figures will be accurate, both

Fraternities
Schedule G ala
Season Doings

Sigma Alpha
lota Pledges
Ten Musicians

Men saying an institntlen was outstanding,

Before w e call ourselves the 100'*; boys, it might be

sets, as far at they go. T hey ’ll both speak the truth,

well to try to answer

the half-truth, and nothing but the particular truth
they want to speak of.

tions ourselves and to
own.

some of the committee's ques
aet up some questions of our

So before the statistics can be really accepted, they

1. Are w e really ‘‘giving special emphasis to trans

must be carefully analyzed. W hat do the figures say?

mitting to youth the rest of America's unique dem o

What do they omit? W h o compiled them? Are they

cratic

colored’

traditions and institutions and
citizenship?**

Are they representative, or do they show

only a certain aspect, a certain period? H o w are they
arrived at?
There was m uch huzzahing last Friday with the

Brothers and Sisters

figure? ‘T h e percentages were figured by taking the

culture

and

incalcuting

a

a sense

loyalty

to its

of responsible

2. Is the institutional policy really “ seasoned by
student centered philosophy?”

“Lawrentian’s” publication of the results of a survey

3. Are our fraternities searching for the nice bal

conducted by the N. I. C. which prove, says the head

ance that exists somewhere between the amount of

ing

time and energy expected of a m an for participation
in a social program aimed at m aking him the “broad

(“Lawrentian")

that Lawrence “fraternities are

lOO'r perfect”. Second place went to Northwestern,
with only 3 8 'Í.
N o w before I go any farther I’d like to say that my
axe isn’t dull. I’m

not looking for enemies, nor

a

reputation as a ‘ character”. It just happens that I’m
searching for truth, else I wouldn’t be in school.
If there is any accuracy in m y second paragraph,

then it might be well to apply some of the second
Twenty six Appleton grade school
Sigma Alpha Iota pledging took
children met Santu Claus yesterday place last Saturday at the con paragraph’s questions to the N. I. C . report. A n d be
fore w e swell up our chests, it might be A*ell to disa week early at the annual Phi Del‘ servatory. N e w pledges are: Rose
cover how much of the splendid fraternity set-up at
Christmas party for underprivilegei mary Fulton. Nancy Grady, Mary- Lawrence w e are responsible for as chapter m e m 
children. Frank Haack played Saint ellen Jensen, Beth Latham,
Mary bers, and how much w e just happened to fall into
because w e came to school here.
Nick.
Schubert,
Lois
Seggelink,
Lita
The article states: “ Lawrence appears to have the
Song by John
Harris and
his
Spoerl, Ethel Lou Stanek, Harriette most tremendous potential for moulding personality
quartet highlighted entertainment
and encouraging its affiliates to a more complete
at the evening Christmas party for Y o ung and Peggy Zim m erm an. A j
personal development; intellectual, moral, physical,
couples.
Christmas party followed at the
emotional, social, civic, and spiritual**. I wonder if
The
Phi Taus
extended their S. A . I. rooms. T he pledge banquet
Fd be out on the limb too far if I asked if the two
greeting at the Christmas party towill be held after vacation.
most important words here are “appears" and “poten
moi row night.
Bob Peterson was
tial” ?
T he Alpha Chis had a Christmas
in charge of arrangements.
A rereading of the report leads one to immediate
party
for
the
entire
chapter
after
Bill Boogie” Bradley has recov
conclusions. 1.) Som e of the objectives for which the
ered trom polio and is home in Bos their active meeting M onday night. committee searched are so nebulous as to m ake one
ton. He will be back in school in “Santa” appeared in time to dis wonder how the committee ever arrived at a decision
tribute gifts. T he Betas provided a
February.
2.) The objetives which are more tangible, and the
Bob Mueller was pledged to Phi fine afternoon for the A . Chi Os possession of which threw the decision to Lawrence,
last Sunday afternoon.
Tau this week.
are found here because w e are unique from the
Moving over to the Sig E p house
Kappa Delta actives and pledges standpoint of not having to worry about financial
w e find a host of new actives as held a Christmas party
M onday difficulties (the school does it), and because w e arc
of December 15. N e w wearers of the night with Santa Claus Plier pass fortunate in having interested and enlightened chap
badge include Bill Beringer, Lar ing out gifts with identifying poems ter advisors. Attitudes and actions of chapter m e m 
ry Potter. D e w e y
Hodgdon, Pete attached.
bers had nothing to do with the committee's decisions
Schmidt, Bill Siebers, Dick Elwood.
Delta G a m m a pledges honored regarding these objectives.
Bruce Harry, Elmer
Inman.
Cal the actives at a Christmas party
Chnmberlain, Art Thiel, Bill Bick Sunday night The entertainment
and .Ttid Egqelricht.
j was headed by a take-off skit on
N e w Pledges of the group w h o , rushing.
were ushered in the same day a r e ,
Pi Phi actives and pledges e x 
D ave W eber and “Fuzzy” Hunger.
changed presents at their Christ
T-ist stop this week is the Delt (
mas party last Sunday afternoon.
house since the Beta news came in
WE HAVE
Theta Carole Hawley is the Panafter w e went to press. The partv
Hell
representative
to
National
Saturday afternoon was as much]
Pan-Hellenic conference.
fun for the actives and pledges is
A. D. Pi alums gave a supper
It w as for the members of the
younger generation. “ Peter” Grade party for the chapter M onday night.
The actives held a Christmas party
will never forget the look on one
little fellow's face when he said. for the pledges Wednesday night.
Dry Shaver
•'Come on. I gotta go to the — well Congratulations to N an Ballou who
was initiated Thursday night.
you know.**

ened

individual”

<spoken

of

in college

catalogues

and fraternity magazines) and the amount of time
and energy which he needs and ought to expend on
his academic pursuits (also mentioned in college cat
alogues and fraternity magazines).
4. Are they searching for the nice balance that e x 
ists somewhere between the encouraging of healthy
and wholesome rivalry in scholastic, athletic and
social fraternity affairs on the one hand, and freedom
of thought and action regarding individual members'
and all-school affairs on the other? Are they willing
to recognize worth and accomplishment w h e n it's
demonstrated by a rival chapter or a m em ber of a
rival chapter? O r is a m an a so-and-so just because
he belongs to a rival chapter?
5. Are the fraternities living up to (do they want
to live up to) the ideals expressed in their rituals
and to which they pay lip-service? I assume these
ideals to be m uch the same for all our fraternities;
and further assume that their wofth cannot be
argued O r are they in actuality fostering prejudices
and snobbishness?
6. It is generally conceded, I think, that the only
hope for peace in the A-age is a n ew spirit of tol
erance. sympathy, and understanding in international
thinking on an international scale. Are w e training
ourselves to live in such a world, to contribute to
such a world? Are w e practicing those “n e w ” ideas on
a smaller scale right here in our o w n back yard of
the Quad?
7. In short, where is the proof that w e are so m uch
better than fraternities on other campuses, better by
62f*r than our closest rival?
•
Larry Storms

HE MAINLY

mm

K

by WARD

J. B. WEILAND & SON
Standard Service Station
Cor. College Ave. & Durkee St.
Phone 1399
Appleton, Wis.
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We have a large selection of CHRISTMAS CANDIES.
Assorted chocolates, hard condy, boxed candy, nuts,
etc. _________ ___
NEEDS i

We Have Plain and Fancy

Christmas BOXES
Filled with Luscious
Candy for

SI to $4
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The Y u le tid e Season brings joy

W ATER

ous G reetings to a ll our custom ers
and an a p p re cia tio n fo r the co n 
s i d e r a t i o n s we h a v e e n j o y e d
during the past year. O u r Good
W ishes to you and yours.

forever!

BOXES

$ 3 . 0 0 w ith 10 ol ill«- lipest
razor st<el blades!

S2.75
Assorted CHOCOLATES

tf't/ft yr/fi c/ m ’h ?

m/M

with hard, soft or caramel centers
We hove on unsuallv large stock of
HARD CANDY FOR CHRISTMAS
$ 1 .5 0 - $ 2 .5 0

115 W. College Ave.

r es t a u r a n t
114 E Collrge Ave.

133 E. College Av*.
j

, ,

VGA

■m

,v

Pond Sport Shop

SCHLAFER'S
HARDW ARE

FancTNUT TRAYS with assorted shelled nuts

lu t z

N O

•

SIZE

Yes, it’s here at laxt. . . a vest
pi* kct size dry shaver that
you can u*e any time, any
place! \’cst[»ok can’t nick,
scrape or burn. Tuck it in
your desk drawer, vest pocket
or brief case
and say good
bye to victrola- needle face

Assorted Christmas
Bulk Condy
M A R Z IP O N

•

x\

'A 'K .J r A '

n
ACTUAl

\

Phone 1980

Fog« 4

THI

You've All Been So Good
This Year That Santa Has
Gifts for All-Well Almost
O f course, everyone knows the "Lawrentian” is famous for its scoops
. . . . but here's one that even the editor never dreamed of. While test
ing out m y new pocket-flashlight last week in the "Ariel” darkroom,
1 found a little old m an busy at work making his Christmas list. In true
“ Lawrentian” style, I stuck around for four days until I gleaned the
following facts from this white-bearded, red-suited, jolly old m an:
For Dave Brooker there’s a reserved study-table in the “ Lawrentian”

office.
Santa’s got a chin-strap for flossy Anderson . . . . that's for when she
lings those high notes.
Dick Gerlaeh’s going to get a bass-drum that he can beat daily in the
libe . . . . back there in the stacks where he never makes any noise.
For Nancy Moran, Santa has a ------------------------ 7
* To Mr. Bober goes an automatic
long, steel -tipped,
seven -lashed
w-h-i-p to use on her group of roll-taker so the necessary evils
morons called the “ L ” staff.
of education will be taken care of.
A brand new shiny alarm-clock
Russ Dudley’s getting “a helluva
mill go to Phil Schneider . . . . and
he can take it to class with him good time.”
too!
Galvanized washtubs for the Mil
Dr. Griffiths is going to get a lie- lers so they can leave their hut for
detector that works . . . . even on
more than an hour w hen it's raining.
morons.
A n d Santa
thinks
Don Struts
And
Cal Stowell is getting his
should have a n ew car . . . the “old"
n am e in print.
Marilyn Peteraon and Myra Kasik one has a scratch on the fender.
Santa’s giving Eva Hirsch a spe
want a clean room . . . . and a neat
cial can of meals condensed into
room-mate.
A n d here's a renewal of a promise pill form so she can finish her din
ner with the rest of the kids.
O f course Bill Beringer doesn't
have to get his 3-point from Santa.
Bill Herold is hoping for a pair
of wool socks to keep
his
feet
warm.
For Mr. Hill Santa has a record
tl.at says, “N o class today".
Santa has promised Ken Davis a
peekie to keep his car clean and to
wipe off the TTieta sticker daily.
A n d Mary Hartquist will get . . .
but what does she want now?
Bob Parker is getting a list of all
the basketball rules . . . Lawrence
style.
clasp for Señorita
lor a new
A n d surely Roger Christiansen
JoyM
1.1« hope, t c o m « bcior. , h'0"'fd
“ ¡7 ",
knu(.kT
• tragedy takes place.
1«
so he can fight back in his
Bill Burton's dog Penny is going
classes properly.
to get a new rubber ball so he can
Dr. Raney will need a little m id
perform In front of the Psych class
night oil to get those History papers
again.
A n d to Nancy Wood goes a m ap corrected.
Loin Merrill is looking for a soft
of the U.S. so she can find Roose
velt, Utah . . . she may need help, er diving-board.
To Matt Pahle goes a genie to
though.
Bob Morgtfn will receive a pipe help him get his studying done at
. . . to take him back to his child t' s libe.
An d maybe Lenore llooley will
hood days.
Isn't it nice that Santa's making get that sailboat for her trip to the

Use a Mule .
To Haul the
Yule Fool!!

,

The Yule season is here.
When
you get home from school,
you
bring in the Yule log, you-all, and
you’ll have a big fire for Christmas.
The Yule log is heavy, and he's a
fool w h o thinks he can bring in the
Yule without an adequate tool.
W h o ’ll bring it in? W h y , w hen the
weather is cool, hitch the yule to a
mule. He's no Pantagruel, but he’ll
haul the Yule like a jewel. W hat
fun it will be to see the mule have
a duel with the Yule.
W h e n the mule has brought the
Yule to the house, you’ll have to
use your intellectual schooling to
find a tool to get the Yule to the
fireplace. D o n ’t befool yourself; it’s
a cruel job. But you’ll find it worthwhool, even though the wet Yule
will leave a pool on the linooleum.
A n d above all, don’t ridicule the
Yule. It’s the best part of Chroostmasl

Santa Ditches His Sleigh and
Reindeer for Rocket Ship

Yes, W e Have Found the Atomic
Bomb-but Can W e Find Peace?
Christina«, 1946
Mankind stands at the threshold
of another Christmas season with
hope and faith in his heart. W e look
for a n ew horizon in 1947.
For a
daw n of a discovery that will be
more wonderful than the atomic
bomb and more spectacular than a
rocket plane. W e look for peace.
W e hope for peace. A n d that hope
is as active hope. W e have a faith
that m an does not need wars; w e
think our youth can live as easily
without war as our youth died with
war.

War is a queer word. Where did
it come from? It probably started
when two men battled out an argu
ment with clubs. Before long entire
clans and finally nations were
battling out arguments with guns.
By this time the two men M
learned enough to settle their argu
ments without the clubs. When will
nations learn to settle their .argu
ments without the guns?
A n active faith w e have. Not pas-

"Is There a Santa Claus?" Little Girl
Asks; "Sun" Says, "Sure There Is!"

give . . . a faith that tries to brln|
itself to reality.
A faith that may
be succeeding even now, as we talU
once more about peace around the
long conference tables which stand
on the bodies of millions of dead
boys . . . millions who had thi|
same faith but didn’t come back to
tell us about it.
Can we realise onr faith? Will out
representatives be
able to taka
“war out of the dictionary?
Ana
we’ll have to take “peace” out too»
because there won't be any peace
to win after a war that isn’t fought.
Perhaps we will win the war, then,
when both armies unite to defeat
war itself. Primitive man has laid
down his clult. . . when will prim*
itive nations lay down their war?
Christmas, 1946 . . . and man hopes
on, and peace has not yet come, and
wars are not yet won. • . •

Santa's doming
O Happy Day!

“Santa’s coming— happy day!”
Lawrentians and profs all say.
“Let’s laugh and dance and sing
and shout—
"Please tell m e the truth; is there
Tomorrow noon school will be out.1*
but that’s no proof they are not
O trill Hosannahs to the sky,
a Santa Claus?” Forty-nine years
there. Nobody can imagine or con A n d hang your stockings, hang
ago Virginia O'Hanlon, then eight,
ceive all the wonders there are un 
wrote to the editor of T h e N e w
seen and unseeable in the world.
York Sun to settle the doubt which
‘‘Y o u m ay tear apart the baby's
comes to all little boys and girls at
rattle and see what makes the noise
some stage of their lives.
inside, but there is a veil covering
The letter was received by E d 
the unseen world which not the
ward P. Mitchell, then in charge of
strongest man, nor even the united
the Sun’s editorial page, w h o turn
strength of all the strongest m en
ed it over to Francis P. Church, his
that ever lived, ,.*ould tear apart.
associate, to answer. In his “M e m 
Only faith, fancy, poetry, love, ro
ories of an Editor” M r. Mitchell mance can push aside that curtain
writes that at iirst M r. Church and view and picture the beauty
them high!
pooh-poohed the idea, but, finally, and glory beyond.
Is it all real?
Old Santa has it u p his sleeve
turned to his desk with an air of Ah. Virginia, in all this world there
To grant us all two weeks’ reprieve,
resignation.
is nothing else r^al and abiding.
(T w o weeks devoid of books and
In a short time he had produced
'No Santa Claus! Thank God! he
work—
the article which has been reprint lives, and he lives forever. A thouN o classes
to
cut,
no tests to
ed more millions of times than any sand years from now, Virginia, nay
shirk— )
other newspaper article in any lan- ten times 10.000 years from now, he W h o says there is no Santa Slaus?
guage.
The article appeared or-1 will continue to make glad the If anyone with him finds flaws—
iginally on Sept. 21, 1897, and is here heart of childhood.”
T H E G U Y 'S A J E R K !
reproduced:
“W e take pleasure in answering
at once and thus prominently the
communication below, expressing
at the same time our great gratifi
cation that its faithful author is
numbered among the friends of The

Madison and Appleton closer togeth- South Sea Islands.
Wally C hi Ison gets a pair of dark
er f»»r Kosir Fulton’* sake?
There's a 10-foot roi>e for Bucky glasses so those loud p.j.s the girls
Hrhiederemayer . . . his old line is in Sage wear won't hurt his eyes.
T o Dottie Shewmon goes a pair
wearing out. But lots of the gals
< non-skid bowling shoes so Norb Sun:
still love it. <Ed. note.)
A n d of course w e know what Sabin won't have to keep his eyes
Dear Editor: I am 8 years old.
Santa Claus is giving Mr. Nutter. out for fouls.
Sofne of m y little ftiends say
A
n
d
all
Jo
Feige
needs
is
a
deck
Bill Bendel is getting a book enthere is no Santa Claus.
titled “H o w To K eep From Eating of cards and three other people.
Papa says “If you see it in The
Three Desserts.”
| All you nice people, be glad you
'Sun' it’s so.”
For Phyllis Korn Santa has a guar-; have your names in the paper and
Please tell me the truth; is there
anteed-not-to-fall-olf rubber bund don’t take offense W e didn’t mean
a Santa Claus?
for the back of her glasses.
' it for w e love you all.
Virginia O'Hanlon.
“Virginia, your little friends are
wrong.
They have been affected
by the sceptism of a sceptical age.
They do not believe except they
see. They think that nothing can
be which is not comprehensible by
their little minds. All minds, Vir
ginia, whether they be m en’s or
children's, are little. In this great
universe of ours man is a mere in
Flash! . . . At last the atomic era now that he's traded his reindeer sect. an ant, in his intellect, as com
has spread to the north pole! No in for a rocket ship. I intend to pared to the boundless world about
longer will the clatter of hoofbeats hang up my stocking again.”
; him. as measured by the intelli
Fathers aren't quite so pleased. gence capable of grasping the whole
disturb the loose shingles on your
; of truth and knowledge.
roof . . . no longer will Santa wake “ 1 .ast year Junior wanted an elec
“Yes. Virginia, there is a Santa
the neighborhood when he bellows tric train. That’s not unreasonable; Claus.
H e exis‘ s as certainly as
at his eight tiny reindeer, for a he got it. But are there any rocket love and generosity and devotion
know
that they
change is to be made Yes, this is ships on the market yet, and would exist, and you
the true sign of scientific progress they go through the front do . . . abound and give to your life its
highest beauty and joy. Alas! how
— Santa Claus has replaced his m e  the chimney, that is?"
dreary would be the world if there
dieval sleigh with an up-to-date
Disillusioned too are animal lov were no Virginias. There would be
rocket ship.
ers u h o sigh a doleful sigh to hear no childlike faith, then, no poetry,
no romance to m ake tolerable this
Scientists inform us that this n ew the change
existence
W e should have no enmethod of transportation will great
The up-and-coming younger gen
j joyment except in sense and sight.
ly increase the efficiency of the eration, however, is quite excited.
T he eternal light with which child
Christmas delivery service. No one The children will be listening this hood fills the world would be ex
should be missed this year if e x  year for a roar instead of the clatter tinguished
“Not believe in Santa Claus! You
pectations are realized. Through a . of hoofs, and recent reports indicross-country poll a survey was ; cate that they w o n ’t be disappoint- might as well not believe in fairies!
Y o u might get your papa to hire
m ade of the public’s reactions.
j ed.
men to watch all the chiimneys on
A Flash Gordon fan told vis calm
ly. “ I’ve been expecting
this for I The atomic age has certainly ush Christmas eve to catch Santa Claus,
years. It's about time S. C. caught ered in some revolutionary changes. but even if they did not see Santa
on to the n ew ways of doing things i Even Fred Waring is going to have Claus coming down, what would
that prove?
Nobody
sees Santa
This is the 20th century.”
to rewrite his interpretation of Claus, but that is no sign there is
According to a physics major on
Night
Before
Christmas." no Santa Claus.
The most real
Campus, " Y ’know, I quit believing "T h e
in Santa Claus w he n
w e studied Time marches mercilessly on while things in the world are the things
friction in motion, because I knew w e sentimentalists shed a solitary that neither men nor children can
he couldn’t have m ade his rounds tear for old times sake, and the see. Did you ever see fairies danc
ing on the lawn?
O f course not,
to every house in one night. But reindeer.

On Pistons and Carburetor
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Happy New Year! Exams are
But Thirty-Five Days A w ay
It is not the “Lawrentian” policy

to bow completely to tradition, but
nevertheless the time has at last
arrived to tabulate the N e w Year’s
most

praiseworthy

resolutions. . .

Well, if not praiseworthy, at least
notable.
At any rate, after four score and
some interviews with various cam 
pus personalities, the powers-thatb*

(their

decisions

were

final)

elected the following as the most
deserving:
Jesn Sherman. Gloria Walton and
Ellen Balza resolve to take up big

up three minutes earlier, so he can
make it in time for Chemistry.

Miss Welch resolves to keep smil
ing.

Mr. Purdy resolves to keep hi#
freshman
Spanish.

Mr.

studies

Purges

will

class

solely

practice

in

map

hanging over the holidays.

Lefty Croghan resolves to keep
his baby-blue eyes off other women.

Bruce Buchanan says he will con
centrate

his

thoughts

on

the

Wheel (er) s on campus.

Don Struts resolves to acquait i
himself with every girl on camptr

V 9*1
M M
^
game hunting in preparation for
future rodents that find their w ay
up through the radiator pipes at
Brokaw.
Don Swenson resolves to enlarge
his fan club through nightly con
certs at Brokaw.
Nancy Stolp says she will read
her Chicago Tribune religiously in
defiance of her leftist freshman
studies class.
Mr. Hill resolves to read his stu
dents' themes before >he end of the
school year.
“Marty" Ritter will find a differ
ent reason to visit the infirmary;
the last one was too uncomfortable.
Roland Strid resolves to wait till
he s 35 to get married. W e ’ll wait
for you, Roland.
Bill Beringer promises to give up
composing classic Latin verse in
favor of more racy ditties.
I layton Lenz resolves . . , purely
Clavtey!
-- ---■
,social
.
. problem,
...
Laurie Eisemann promises to get

during the coming year. H e has ®
good start.
Mr. Irion resolves to face the
world w’ith n ew hope, vigor, and
his dog.
Shirley Hansen resolves not to
make any N e w Year’s resolutions.

Unemployment Pay
Is Being Misused by
Small Group of Vets
Stating that a small group of
veterans throughout the nation ap
pear to be accepting u n em p lo y m en t
allowances for an abnormally long
period without making an honest
effort to find work, Major General
G . B. Erskine, Administrator of Re
training and Reemployment, in •
recent address, warned
that they
are doing themselves as well as the
country a disservice.
H e aded that these allowances
should be saved for hard times and
that 1 out of 7 veterans have re
ceived the allowance for more than
twenty weeks.
The m axim um period of a veter
an's entitlement to this unemployis
fifty-two
-ment compensation
weeks.
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S = ? - CampusBoundary Christmas Retrospect Reveals
Progress, Future Possibilities
that a report stating “total corporate business can support a 25 rb in
crease in wages” would serve as a “guidepost” in future wage conlerences.

John D. Rockefeller, J r . . . .

“Peace on earth good will to men” the L a w 

offered U .N . an $8,500,000 site on the East River for a possible future
skyscraper home; three days later the Headquarters committee approved
the site.

rentian staff carols in trembling falsetto as it

Georgia officials . . .

wishes all Lawrence students a Merry Christ

announced that positive evidence exists and is possessed by the state
which proves that Columbians, Inc. sought to establish a Nazi-like gov
ernment and intended to maintain a private arsenal.

mas. Like Santa, we have a sack full of Christ
mas presents, but ours is filled with compli
ments.
Merry Christmas to a student body that has
put itself on a thriving post-war footing; a col
lege that has approached its academic learning
with a new prospective and seriousness, a cam
pus that has reoriented its pre-war social pro
gram.
A Christmas present to the championship
football team and the “L ” club members who
excel in other sports; a Christmas present to the
drama department for two fine plays and more
to come; Merry Christmas to a rejuvenated art
department with its healthy corollary, the L a w 
rence Art association. W e bow to the music
groups, to the fine fraternity spirit that rates
100 per cent first in a national poll, and we her
ald one of the finest “Ariel” staffs in years.
These, then, are on our list. Our New’ Year’s
Resolutions are something else again.
W e resolve to let the student body know
that the “Lawrentian” stands squarely behind
its editorial policy, a policy that supersedes in
dividual prejudices rather than the converse, a
policy that was formed to best speak for the ul
timate good of Lawrence. W e further resolve
to show that the mechanics of this policy are
definitely not subversive or snide, that the
"Lawrentian” does not wish to tread on the toes
or hurt the feelings or poke fun at anyone.
Rather, it is attempting to outline constructive
ideas and both good and bad criticism so that
the student body, for whom the editorial policy
was formed, may discuss and reply to these
points. Only through such discussion and refu
tation as an entire school can w-e arrive at the
best conclusions and work for the betterment
of the whole. Granted that the editorials re
flect the ideas of those who are behind them,
still they are primarily w’ritten to be provoca
tive and incite such discussion, not to bring
abuse to the writer whose personal views may
even be in variance with some points but who
believe they should be aired.

Britain demanded . . .
an Albanian apology for laying mines or allowing them to be laid
in Corfu Channel where two British destroyers were blown up with
loss of 44 lives; the matter will be presented to the Security council if
reparations for the ships, compensation for the relatives of the dead,
and an apology are not forthcoming.

A Venezuelan revolt. . .
by arm y rebels apparently was subdued by the revolutionary junta
which has been in power since October, 1945; constitutional guarantees
were suspended but the populace was assured that the situation was
under control.

The U.N. General Assembly . . •
asked its 54 members to recall the chiefs of their diplomatic missions
from Spain; the action against France passed by a 34 to 6 vote.

Socialist Leon Blum . . .
was overwhelmingly elected Premier of France.

Peace treaties . . .
for Italy, Rumania, Hungary, Bulgaria, and Finland were completed
as the Big 4 council of foreign ministers adjourned until March 10 for
a meeting in Moscow to settle the treaties of Germ any and Austria.

State or U. S. Army troops . . .
might be sent to the Milwaukee Allis-Chalmers plant after a plea by
the West Allis mayor to Goodland.

A two doy civil w a r . . .
ended w h e n Azerbaijani leaders notified the government that they
would bo w to its decisions to send troops to supervice an election in
the province.

The Chicago Bears . . .
beat the N e w York Giants for the “National Pro League football title;
attempts by gamblers to bribe players were disclosed before the game
by league officials and Mayor O 'D w y e r , but no action was taken later.

Secretory Byrnes . . .
disclosed that U. S. troops abroad numbered less than 550,000; this
disclousure gave total U. S. support to U .N . disarmament plans.

Major Problem Facing
U. N. Is Atom Control
B. T he control of atomic energy
T he control of atomic energy is to insure its use for peaceful pur
poses.
almost universally recognized as
C. The elimination from national
one of the chief problems faced by armaments of atomic weapons and
civilization, and as such rt is wide all other weapons of mass destruc
ly discussed in the press. Too fre tion.
quently
these
discussions
have
D . Effective safeguards by way
shown considerable ignorance both of inspection and other means to
of the aims of the United Nations protect complying states from vio
and of the United States policy. lations and evasions.
A. The exchange of basic scien
Since intelligent discussion of the
problem
is
impossible
without tific information.
some knowledge of these things, I | B. The control of atomic energy
will present a short summary of to insure its use for peaceful pur
the aims of the U. N. here and of poses.
the U. S. policy in a future article. J C. The elimination from national
The aims of the United Nations armaments of atomic weapons and
in this field were set forth in the all other weapons of mass destruc
resolution unanimously adopted by ( tion.
D. Effective safeguards by way
the General Assembly on 24 January, 1946, which created the U. N. j of inspection and other means to
protect complying states from vio
Atomic Energy Commission.
This resolution directed the com lations and evasions.
These are the aims of the U. N.,
mission to m ake specific proposals
for the achievement of the follow and our consideration of the var
ious national policies will contin
ing ends:
A.
T he exchange of basic scienually refer to these announced ob
jectives.
tific information.

BY TOM HAY

“The

“ L aw ren tia n ” resolves to continue to

stand behind the m a n y extra-curricular groups

Dear Editor:

what Tedtly would do in an emerlike to m ake

a

few gency.

H e is a courageous, fearless

comments pertaining to the article p]ayer extremely quick both in ac
••Smith House to Sizzle While R.pon ^
Burns”

^

|# M |

whlch

in

appear.

In addition the “ L aw ren tia n ” will point

out the needs for certain groups not yet here
and to suggest n e w ideas for the consideration

from a burning house can testify.

In

addition

to

that

In articles Teddy is a good sportsman and a

Milwaukee “Journal” and
“ Sent.nel“

They further point to a hold

over Democratic administration and to the

at-

tempt to formulate a peace treaty with Europo
which is in progress. The unthinking then draw
parallels with the debacle of Woodrow Wilson
and his League of Nations after the last war.
Examine the facts. Twenty-five years ago
the League w as incorporated into the treaty and
then set up; today the United Nations is already
a functioning organization and the treaty is yet
to be written. Today we are not defending
principles so altruistic as to render them un
obtainable, instead we are playing a hard, firm
game with our allies at the peace table to real
ize policies espoused by the United States d u r
ing the wrar.
' Will the treaty be defeated when it cornea
before the senate for the necessary two-thirda
ratification? W e think not. After the last w ai
Senator Lodge, Republican leader in the senate^
who led that august body to reject the proposed
treaty, was motivated primarily by a partisan
hatred of Wilson. This time the strong Repub
lican in the field of foreign relations is Sena
tor Arthur Vandenberg who has worked witli
the administration in planning and leading
American foreign policy. H e has participated
w ith and backs the government; his party backs
him.
W h e r e can w e begin to d r a w parallels then?
W e can point to the “ 52-20” clubs, the w aves ol
strikes, the irate w iv e s w’ho

want

their m e n

back from the occupation zones, and the m a n y
other manifestations of the let-down and antipa
thy of a whole people w hich m arks any immaIn an effort to return to

diate post w a r era.

the old status, little realizing in the glow of to
day's reflections that this state w a s frightening
and insecure and that w e k n e w this w h e n

we

lived it, little realizing that w e can never recap

T h e “ L aw r en tia n ” further resolves to foster

during the w ar.

throw off the good

ju d g 

T h e sam e w a s true after 1918.

W ’ith a united and active public opinion on
tain, w e can better deal with the problems of

the intellectual spirit which is n o w being born

peace.

in the student of today.

fense

T h e “ L aw r e n t ia n ” is of L a w r e n c e and it is
for L aw rence.

us; too m a n y

m ent and keen interest that characterized them

foreign policy, w h ich w e absolutely must m ain 

of organizations already existing.

Because it is proud of Law rence,

Each nation, today, is reverting to d e 
of

traditional

and

dangerous

practices,

the practices that are dictated by fear . . . eco
nomic, military and political.
and

highly

Blinded by short

its heritage and its future, the staff wishes those

range

w h o are of the present the finest type of college

leaders respond to the cries of w’ar-weary, h u n 

nationalistic

objectives

the

life, the wish em bodied in its Christmas greet

gry and discouraged people m a d e irrational by

ing.

w ar.

%

instruct its leaders to point the w a y in m a k in g

Christmas Play Elicits
Laughter From "Children"

the goal of peace m ore important than nation
alistic aims.

Point with pride to the strong, resolute, ser
ious college student of today.
as

an

intelligent

leader.

M a r k him d o w n

Praise

idealism and respectful sanity.

him

for

his

But forget last

This sam e strong,
student,

he

of

the

resolute, serious

newspapers |

fine follow personally.
A

few

years

ago

turned

relations

Long

cast, w h o

idealism

and

Christmas

1946 w as a blank year; w e
It’s this

Christmas season w e as a rule, and our leaders,
rededicate ourselves to rebuilding.

intelligent,

D in n e r ”

into

a

The

M r. Sollers and his

Sororities, Fraternities
A id Underprivileged
Throughout this w ee k cam p u s organizations
are forgetting themselves in giving others lesa

play

fortunate in the area a part of Christmas.

from

good works are unsolicited but are traditional;

T h e audience did not have the cour

they indicate a healthy attitude of philanthropy.

ably

presented a

challenging

the start.

un dream ed of ends.

slipped far from our w a r time ideals.

college

short farce and a parody on bad m anners.

with
the

“T h e

N o one person can do m u c h biff a

people can and peoples can cooperate to achieve

must

w e e k ’s convocation.

it cam e from the audience.

M ilw aukee

ter the holidays.

ture a day and a w a y of thought once it is be

two w o m en
the

nated senate and house which will be seated aI-

hind

groups as they

action did not take place on the stage, instead

in

Today

these people point to a new Republican domi*

resolves to praise other such

last week's “ Lawren- ,
.. y
any Lawrence student who saw the
tian.” This article gave the impres^
sion that Teddy Scalissi’s rescue of last Ripon-Lawrence football game
w as a publicity stunt.

happenings for the arm chair strategists.

T o da y our public must stay aroused; it m ust

Smith House Story Is Too Hot
For 'Lawrentian'—Football Team
would

Echos of the past and patterning cycles oi
events are favored ways of interpreting current

w hose past w o rk has merited accolades and it

Letters to the Editor

We

This Is Your W orld —
Fight for a Good One

theme,

well

w er e

chosen

defeated

The

giving accounts of the event, there between Lawrence and Ripon were,

tesy to listen attentively, exercise its erstwhile

Sororities through the m e d iu m of P a n Hell

was no hint that this was the case

intelligence to grasp the m eaning of the play,

solicited m o ney and gifts for a needy family in

to say the least, quite strained. The

If the writer of the article in the last few years a fine competitive
had inside informa- jspirit has been built up with none
“ Lawrentian
of the bitterness which was no
lion and k n e w that the rescue was
torious in previous years. W e, as a
a “ put-up” job, w e would like to
com mend him (or an excellent bit g r o u p , do not care to go back to the
of feature writing. However, if he day. when it was customary for
.> i i
«Hat crowds, either at Ripon or Lawdid not, w e would like to state that
rence. to stone athletic teams as
the article was in very poor taste
thev went on the field of play. A n
and the editors of the “Lawren- ;
it article such as this, unless the farts
tian m ade a mis ake in allowing it
. . .
, j •»
a
| thoroughly justified it, can do nothto be printed.
but cheapen intercollegiate relaHaving competed in football and
_rr. j j
e
tions between two fine educational
basketball against Teddy Scalissi!
._____ institutions
for a number of years, we know
The Lawrence college
from his activities on the field of
Football team
play that a rescue of this sort is

refrain

from

misplaced laughter or to appre

ciate the w ork and message.

Instead it acted

Appleton;

fraternities

underprivileged

have

children

been

at

entertaining

parties

all

week

like a class of third graders w h e n the teacher

and the independent girls carolled to those hos

leaves the room.

pitalized on M o n d a y night.

W e have decreed the knitters, the letter writers and the sleepers of past convocations; w e
rem ind

them

that the convocation

committee

All this w o r k w a s

and is good.
Apropos, w e might rem em ber that Christm as
could com e m ore than once a year.

The

has far surpassed the programs of last year in
caliber

holiday season lead to fine results but w e could

and

varied

interest.

However

their

crop out

rash

of benevolent feelings w hich

at the

m anners had become so familiar to us that w e

rem em ber hospital patients, poor families a n d

had become passive.

others throughout the y*ar.

courtesies

aren't

the

W e forgot that their dis
limit

of

rudeness,

that

there w ere further goals to be attained.
Applause is due the student body in reach
ing the ultimate in this rudeness.

charity is hut a small

O u r time and our

part of ourselves,

but

those sam e attitudes and the results they incur
m ea n m ore than w e can m easure to those w h o
benefit.
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Lawrence Smothers
Coe in Midwest Open

Badgers Sink
Vike lankmen
U of W Wins All but
Two Evonts; Miotke,
Baum Star for Vikes

B . DUTCH BERGMANN
Several weeks ago Lawrence w<ts figured as a team that shouldn’t be
taken too lightly in the Midwest Conference cage race. Now, alter
winning four of five starts a news release from the conference publicity
office at Beloit has named the team favorites to capture the circuit title.
The
University of Wisconsin
The convincing win over Coe was probably more responsible than any
swimming team just had too much
other one factor for the position that Coach John Sines’ charges now
stuff for Lawrence last Saturday,
hold, but It should be remembered that only one conference scalp has
and the Viking tankmen dropped a
been picked up so far.
50 to 14 decision to the invading
Even the great W hiz Kid combination of the University of Illinois
has been dropped from the rank* of the undefeated so don’t forget that Badgers.
Wisconsin, sporting one of the
anything can happen
W e have a great team here at Lawrence thin year. Dick Miller, aa best swimming squads to represent
honorable » rati— All-Anerica eheiee in 1943 by Chuck Taylor has the school in recent years, copped
shown that he’s lost none of the touch that made him a great ball player. both of the relays and w o n the div
Bill Burton and Buteh Bahnson at the guard positions have developed ing rather easily, and dominated
lute a smooth hack-court combination and Bill Davis and Butch Larson most of the individual events.
Tom Baum and George Miotke
are working well under the buckets. Jerry Hall, last year’s high point
man Is once again showing fine form and the remainder of the squad: kept the meet from being a com 
tirade, VanderWeyden. Swenson, and Vandeberg give John Hines me plete rout by copping first places in
the 50 yard free style and 100 yard
greatest manpower resources that a Viking coach has ever had.
O n e department that there is definite room for improvement in h o w  backstroke races. Baum gave the
ever at least to my way of thinking, is the attitude of the spectators, crowd a big thrill by staving off a
m.'iinly the Lawrence students, at the games. Pep and school spirit are desperate last minute rush by Geipretty worn out terms to keep bringing up and throwing at a relatively de! to win by inches. N o other V ik 
(nature student body I could best sum up my attitude by saying that ing swim m er finished better than
there is much less noise than there should be during basketball gamei» third.
•mt at the gym. If a few of the class rooms over in Main Hall were as
^00 Yard Medley Relay— Wisconquiet as the gym usually is the night of a game most of our professors1si- (Pohli, Wolter, Kanarik); L a w 
would be very happy
rence fForhush, Edgerton, Miotke).
Carleton College is here tonight for the second Midwest gainc of the
Time— 3:15.5.
season. They arc a good team and have lost only to a very powerful
200 Yard Free Style— Davies <W),
Heloit outfit by three points. How about giving the hoys some good
vocal support aN soon as th.y take the floor for their warmup shots. Ceemirys ( W ) , Eiseman <L). Time

After the game’s under way we don’t have to wait until the team
run up sixty points or the officials have called a close one to give
lungs a little exeretae. Let’s really get behind the boys and show
that we want that conference title. Store up a little of your excess
for that game. It’s a good place to get rid of It.

If anyone had any doubts about
■hot managed to get only one bas
Lawrence's possibility of adding ket,, and that, when Bahnson was
the Midwest basketball title to its busy on a jump ball.
1946 athletic achievements, those
% W H E N C E — 7t
FG FT P f
doubts vanished midway in last Larson, f.
1
1
•
I
t
•
Saturday’s game against Coe as the Swenson, f.
S
s
11
Miller, f.
Vikes opened conference play with
8
VandeBerg, f.
1
•
a resounding 70-38 triumph over the Davis, c.
3
1
4
X
I
•
Iowa visitors.
Hall, c.
•
I
I
After holding a 24-23 margin at VanderWeyden, o.
0
•
a
the halfway mark, the Blue and Bahnson, g.
•
1
•
White came back, led by the superb Curry, g.
I
2
3
marksmanship of Dick Miller and Burton, g.
0
0
s
Captain Jerry Hall,
to turn the Grade, g.
game into a rout, as Coe was un 
28 14 IT
Totals
able to stop the sharp6hooting V ik 
FG FT PF
ings. Miller dropped in 25 points. C O E — 3*
6
4
1
18 of thrsa in the last half, to lead Gallagher, f.
0
1
1
the scoring parade, but Bruce Lar McClure, f.
1
3
1
son and Hall came in for their share VanAntwerp, f.
0
2
2
of glory too, as they scored 13 Collins, f.
0
Gregor, c.
4
2
points apiece.
0
1
4
Brilliant as the offensive attack Rector, c.
2
3
4
was, it had nothing on the amaz Popp, g.
1
0
1
ing defensive play of K e n Bahnson. Engeman, g.
0
1
2
Assigned to stop V an Antwerp, po Connell, g.
0
1
0
tent Coe forward w h o had averaged Faber, g.
better than 15 points per game.
IS 12 23
Totals
Bahnson performed his task mas
terfully. Unable to get off a decent
shot all evening, the K o h a w k hot
Lawrentians

/Moronic

(L ), Reed (W>. Haselow ( W ) . Time Don't Know Art's Value!
has — 2:15.8.
50 Yard Free S t y l e - B A U M (L ), — 1:11.3.
our
T he dean of boys at our high
100 Yard Breaststroke *- Phillips
’em Geidel ( W ) . Tim e— :2 5 A
school once said to me, “ Pardon the
(
W
)
,
Knight
(
W
)
,
Jones
(L
).
Time
‘
Diving
—
Marcouiller
(
W
)
,
Fel
pep
— 1:13.
colloquialism, but just what in the
, lows ( W ) , Diem (L ).

100 Yard Free Style-Hoff ( W ) ,
Lawrence’s inter-colleglale relationships would no doubt be enhanced!
If the crowd laid off the officials a little A lot of folks feel that the 1Fishman <W>, B aum L). Tim e—
price of the ticket gives them the right to yell at the ref«, which it does :58.2.
technically, but actually what doe* it accomplish? The athletic staff has I 100 Y ard Backstroke — M I O T K E
called my attention to the fact that the fans have been particularly ■
belligerent to officiating this season
T he Athletic Staff and most of the other folks that have talked to me
about it can’t quite understand the article that appeared in this paper
a week ago about the work of Ted Scaliasi in helping to save several
persons from a burning building on the Ripon campus. Ted is a fine ]
fellow, and all w ho have played against him in football, and basketball j
have the highest respect for him. M aybe the story w'as supposed to have |
b<•en funny.
M 1DWKHT C O N F E R E N C E
STANDINGS
Hats off to the Vike wrestling team for their showing down at Carroll
W
T P O P Pc».
L
last M onday . . . . After playing one game In the league Dick Millet I .A W B E N C K
t
3ft 1 mm
7*
1
has the best average of any eager 25 points . . . . In the three games that | M o n m e u l h
(M
a
SI l.ooo
1
a
IS
a l »00
1
the Vike« have played at home they have run the scoreboard out. If Helolt
M
s
M
ih m
t
things keep going the way they have been, the * U ’ Club will have to K n u
..V»
C *«
its
t
at
t
purchase a Rhode Island State model that allows for three figures
.wm
4.%
«II
1
Carleton
s

400 Yard Free Style Relay— W is 
hell do you think you’re doing?” At
consin (Cotter, Leder, N owakowski,
Kan arik); Lawrence (B a um , Colv present I feel that this same ques
tion might be profitably directed at
in, Forbush. Eiseman) T im a— 4:03.
same members of the Lawrence col
lege student body.

Midwest Cage Season Begins;
Vikes W ill be Team to Beat

„ A B E Y O U IN T E R E S T E D *

Strict Fills Pep
Chairman Duties
Your pep! Your pep! Y o u’ve got
It now use it. don’t lose it. Y o u r !
pep!
Koland Strid has b«*en appointed
trial pep chairman to fill a long felt
vacancy, the executive board an-|
notinces. H e
will take over his
duties at Friday night's game

Any girl Interested in taking
over the leadership of a Tri
lli-V group please contact Mr.
Ruesch at the Y M C A . The job
involves the supervision of
about fifteen girls of junior
high school and high school
age. Meetings are once a week
and much fun.

R iM «
Oriniteli
Cer« ell

1
i

0

0

L A S T W I K K 'S

JS

IM
•

a

s

M

IM
•

WM

.wm
.wm

GAMES

U W I I NCK 7t . I m

M

M o n m o u t h tffi, Grlnnell 31.

R i m to. Grlnnell .IS.
Hrioil IM. Carlrlon 4.V
C»»

M.

Blpon .IS.

m is

W E E K S GAMES
EriSajr— C M l r l o n »1 L A W R E N C E .
S a turday— Carleton al Ripon.

T he Midwest conference basket
ball race got off to a bang-up start
last week as all schools except Cor
nell got into action at least once.
T h e big surprise in the activity
was the tremendous scoring punch
shown by the Vikings as they

swamped Coe 70-38 after the Kohawks had downed Ripon handily
the night before.
Grinnell also played two games
on successive nights and dropped
both contests, one to Monmouth 6651 and the second to Knox 40-38
Beloit rounded out the schedule by
nosing out Carleton 48-45.
Only two games are on the dock
et for this weekend with Carleton
at Lawrence tonight and the Carls
at Ripon on Saturday. The Min
nesota squad must win at least one
of the games in their invasion of
Wisconsin or they will be knocked
out of title consideration almost be
fore the schedule gets under way.
Since the Midwest tournament
originally scheduled to be held at
Beloit on January 2-3-4 has been
cancelled, the next conference game
will see the champion Gold of B e 
loit traveling to Ripon on January
8

M

'S?*,,

Though the yule bells
irng out their loudest,
they connot drown out
the heartiness of our
season's wishes for
you.

Tuesday night some of us heard

e r r y

Christm as
Law rentians

A very real wish for very real friends.

Dr. Wm. G. Keller
Or. L. H. Keller

I enjoyed serving

ypu and always want to be a part of you.

M ay 1947

Bring you joy and hoppiness and make your every wish
come true . . .

■

■

■

HARRY
■

of Coney Island Lunch.

■

■

■

the reorganized orchestra give an
inspiring performance. Three weeks
ago another equally line program
was presented by the band. Both of
these were played to a quarter-fill
ed auditorium. W h y ? Is your time
so dear that you can’t “waste” it
listening to the accomplishments of
some of
your
fellow
students*
Please let m e know, a few minutes
in advance, w hen you are going to
play, perform or otherwise exhibit
your talent. I shall m ake every ef
fort to be at hom e in bed.
Just a w eek ago this Thursday,
some of you poor ignorants decided
to cut chapel; others of you decided
to stay and m ake light of a fine
play. T he idiots sitting several rows
back of us kept score on paper of
the various deaths and births as
they occurred— an admirable pas
time. M a y they be the snow-shovel
ing fathers of scads of children—
the “ dopes." There were also those
w h o felt that “ A Long Christmas
Dinner’’ was written as a vocal e x 
ercise in “guffawing.” It’s too bad
that you didn't understand it. I am
also grieving over the fact that you
probably missed
Robert
Merrill,
Leon Fleischer, Isaac Stern and the
religious convos, all of which fur
nished equally beautiful laughing
opportunities.
Ii the only appearance you ever
make on the Lawrence college stage
is your graduation, I hope that you
“play” to a half-empty house of
giggling morons!
D O N JONES.

Optometrists
8

Prompt Laboratory Service
121 W. COLLEGE AVE.
Phone 2415

V

^ou w'^ enioy the
.g H H r'

te m Ptin 9
goodness of our delicious

flavored

CONFIDENCE
W h e n yo u’ve d o n e your w ork faith
fully each day. you can zip through
final e x a m s like a breeze. A n d w h e n
you com plete your secretarial train

Heckert Shoe Co.

ing at K ath arin e G i b b s , y o u c an
enter an y business office w ith confi
dence. Personal placem ent service in
four cities. College C o u rs« D e a n .

119 E. College Ave.
Your CaKcgc Shoe Store

ELM TREE BAKERY
3 08 I . College Ave.

KATHARINE GIBBS
NtW YORK

I»..

BOSTON I«.......
CHICAGO II
MOVIOENCt •

........211 Ps»t km.

to M»rlHM1

at

.»I tut imrtir at
---------I SI A M I at
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Vikes Meet Carleton Today
Natators Swim
Tonight Before
Basketball Tilt
The Viking natators, still recuper
ating from the disastrous Wisconsin
meet, will swim against what

Carleton Seeking First
Cage Win; Vikes Favored
To Cop Fourth Straight

Vikes Defeat
Carroll Squad
In Cage Tussle

Riding on the crest of a three
game winning streak, the Lawrence
college cage squad will meet Car
leton at Alexander gymnasium at
8:15 tonight in the second confer-

promises to be a strong Carleton

Larson, Miller Lead
Attack With 12
Points Apiece

squad at the Alexander gymnasium
pool tonight at seven o’clock.
Coming through the Badger affair

ei ce game for both schools.
The basketball game will be the

Matmen Tangle
This Afternoon
At Gymnasium

five starts thus far, has piled up a

59 point game average and the
Carls will have a big job on their
hands if they hope to hold down
the vaunted Vike offensive.
Al
though Dick Miller has been the
most consistent scorer on the squad,
other members, notably Bruce Lar
son, Jerry Hall and Bill Davis, have
come through in great style when
the chips were down.

feature attraction of three athletic
events between the Vikec and Carls.
ing tankmen will have their work
Coach Johnny Sines’ basketball The wrestling squads will start
cut out for them again tonight. squad won its fourth victory of the things off at 4:15 this afternoon and
While the Carleton team is not ex  season as the Blue and White d o w n  at 7:00 the swimming squads will
Tonight's game will be the last
pected to be as tough as the Wis ed an ineffective Carroll "5" 57 to meet in the gym pool.
¿8 at Waukesha on M onday night.
for the Blue and White before the
consin opponents, it is know n that
Coach
Johnny
Sines’s
charges,
re
While the Vikings were not up to
they will have plenty of good m a  the standard of play they exhibited cently nominated as the team to holidays, but Carleton will journey
about as well as expected, the Vik

terial to match the Viking sw im  in the conference opener against
Coe, they had more than enough
mers.

for the Pioneers who are still seek
ing their first win of the 1946 sea
upon
Tom
Baum
and
George son.
Dick Miller and Bruce Larson led
Miotke, w h o w o n the only two first
places taken against Wisconsin last the scoring for Lewrence, with each
Saturday, along with several other m an getting 12 points. Vam jahn had
boys w h o turned in
good jobs 12 points for Carroll.
aqainst the U. of W .
L A W R E N C E — 57
FG FT PF
T he next sw im m ing meet will pit ■Miller, f
5
2
3
Law rence against Illinois Tech in ! Swenson, f
1
Larson, f
Appleton on January 11.
People w h o want to attend the VandeBerf, f
V 0
sw im m ing meet are ursed to pur Davis, c
chase their basketball tickets prior Hall, c
to attending the event. There will VanderWeyden, c
be no admission charge for either Bahnson. r
the swim m ing or wrestling matches. Grade, x
Burton, g
Curry, g
0
Law rence

will

depend

heavily

N.U. Employs
N ew Vaccine
To Prevent Flu

Northwestern university. Evans
ton. Illinois, in an effort to prevent
a possible influenza epidemic on its
two campuses, is inoculating stu
dents upon request, free of charge,
with a n ew vaccine that was used
in the armed forces.
Officials said that influenza type
A. which appears in epidemic form
every two or three years, was prev
alent last in 1943— thus an epidemic
is likely this winter unless preven
tive steps are taken.
The vaccine, which is being dis
tributed to institutions and private
physicians as fast as it can be pro
duced by
chemical
laboratories,
provides remarkable, although not
complete, protection,
health offi
cials said.

Totals
C A R R O L L — 38
SI us.ser, f
Rutherford, f
Thomas, f
Rapaich, f
( athcart, f
Webster, c
Vamjahn, c
Taylor, g
Weins ,c
Duckette, g

21 15 23
F G F T PF
2
3
3

SIAM

D e p t.

103 E. College Ave.
Phone 8280

•

with a victory yver Carroll at W a u 
kesha

on

M onday,

today's

match

will be the first here at Lawrence

And Remembered As

{ W. S. PATTERSON CO. J-

Time Goes O n

213 E. College Ave.

g

MARX Jewelers

2$
Ss

Merry

212 E. College Ave.

2

HEARTIEST WISHES
For a

1 ©

Very Merry Christmas $ g

Xmas

SNIDER’S RESTAURANT

and a

227 E. College Ave.

ONLY ONE BLOCK OFF THE CAMPUS

Happy New Year
SEASON’S GREETINGS

1

from

From

Modern Dry Cleaner
BETTER DRY C L E A N IN G

ROEBUCKANDCO

Catalog Sales

after

That Will Be Appreciated

2

Reversible — white &
olive drab
• A ll sizes
• • Light in weight.
Easy to carry
• For any occasion

competition

three year layoff due to the w ar

S G IV E GIFTS O F BEAUTY. Gills

SKI-TROOPERS

•

Resuming

mat

XMAS SHOPPERS

2

54.5

tory against the Minnesota
men.

Totals

REVERSIBLE

$

nacium this afternoon at 4:15 when
the Vikes go after their second vic

Yule Party Given
By Spanish Club

A R M Y SURPLUS!

PARKA

Day" festivities at Alexander gym-

since 1942
beat in the Midwest conference, will on to Ripon where they will take on
Little
is
k no w n
about
tha
be seeking their second straight the Redm en tomorrow night. The strength of the Carl mat squad,
Curls have their backs to the w a ll,
league win against the invaders
on the Wisconsin trip, since they; except that director of athletics, Art
from Minnesota, who dropped a must take at least one game to stay i Denney, is quick to note that the
48-45 thriller to Beloit’s champions in the race, and a double defeat Minnesota school can put up a good
would practically eliminate them
last week.
showing in most types of athletic
from title consideration.
Lawrence, in winning four out of
Sines will probably
start
the endeavor.
same five which has begun most
T he Carleton match will be tha
Viking contests, with Miller and last one for Lawrence until tha
Larson at forward. Davis at center,
meet with the Gold of Beloit there
and Burton and Bahnson at guards.
According to a recent release on January 18.
from the Midwest publicity office,
Christmas as celebrated in Spiiin Lawrence, after one league game,
vas observed at
Lawrence
this has the best offensive and defen
week.
sive record in the loop, and Dick
Last Wednesday night the Span Miller ranks second in scoring. Van
ish club gave their annual Christ Antwery. Coe forward, heads M id 
mas party at the Union. The tradi west scorers with 28 points in two
tional Pinata or gift bag was a fea games, three more than Miller, w h o
ture of the evening.
will almost certainly pass the Iowan
Entertainment
included Christ in tonight's game.
mas carols sung in Spanish and a
Carleton holds two amazing rec
reading on Spanish customs. The ords for consecutive win streaks in
From 1926 to
party concluded club activities un- j modern basketball.
1935, the Carls ran up 64 straight
til after vacation.
wins at home, and from 1928 to
Nolan, g
1934 they were unbeaten in M id 
Ryan, g
west conference play, compiling 46
Alt, g
consecutive victories.
Schultz. g

MERRY
CHRISTMAS
^

Coach Bemie Heselton’s wrestl
ing squad will open the “Carleton

222 East College Ave.

The same b u ild in g as
Your East End Postal Sub-Station
G ladly delivered to your residential unit.

ft
2?

$ VOIGT’ S Drug Store
$

ré

YOU KNOW THE PLACE"

2?

Phone

754-755

134 E. College

A ve.
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"Out of Line" Brings
Honor to Prof. Beck

CLUB ACTIVITIES
Eta Sigs Initiate
12 at Saturnalia
In their Saturnalia on Thursday,

Dec. 12, Eta Sigma Phi extended

"Russia Must Use
Her Iron Curtain,
Griesbach Tells IRC
Revealing

membership to the following stu
dents

of classical language*:

Bar*

Russian

his

background

affairs

which

he

on

gained

bara Genrich, Barbara Morris, Jane during many months’ stay there
Straub. Bill Beringer, John Harris, with the A r m y during the war,
Larry Hastings, Jim Primley, George Leo Griesbach spoke before the In
ternational Relations club Decem 
V an de rW e yd en and Bob Morgan.
Following the initiation a dessert ber 12.
Leo connected
honoring the feast of the Saturnalis

popular

miscon

the mystery
was served, featuring punch, nuts, ceptions concerning
nation, stressing that the junction
raisins and apples.
Art Freeman explained the sig
nificance of the Saturnalia and Huth
Broderick informed the members of
customs of Rom an foods and eating.
The uest of the evening was spent
informally, ending with a distribu
tion of Christinas gifts b.v Miss
W iegand.

of common interest and objectives

At

last

the

for

my

The story se to get them together. W h y I had to
lected for the anthology is titled visit practically every meat-market
in town . . . but it was worth it.
‘ Out of Line” and was originally
Nothing is too good for my friends,
published in the Yale Review.
and I know they’ll like it.
Other
stories of Beck’s which
W h a t ’s that? No lights? Oh , they
have appeared in the Best Short w o n ’t mind. As long as they have
Stories collection were ’’T h e Blue enough to eat they’ll be satisfied.
Sash” in 1939; “ Boundary Line” in T h ey ’re such little pigs!
1943; and “The First Fish” in 1945.
C ’mon, let’s decorate it. Here,
His first novel. ‘‘Final Score,” has sprinkle this corn around the bot
been published in the United States tom. W hat do you mean . . . “ D o n ’t
and England, and won the Friends be silly’? It’s an outdoor tree, isn’t
of Midwestern Writers award in it?
1944.
A h , there now, w e ’re finished.
in the past six years.

Let’s stand

back

and

admire

our

work. Pretty classy, huh? Just seo
how

beautiful the suet glistens in

the sunlight and what a slick touch
those

old

hunks

dangling from

of

the

bread

branches.

give
If

and

education.

His

standard,

cannot

wholesale

Hood

living

risk
of

\ing.
What? Y o u say it looks ratty and
motheaten? Well, m aybe it does —
but I’m sure they'll be crazy about
it anyway.
Y o u see,
there isn’t
anything I wouldn't do for my
feathered friends!

ow n

letting

weather

methods

S M O K IN G
• PLEASURE

a

ideas

permeate

the

country and so continues the "Iron
added that if we continue a policy
of

understanding

and

sympathy,

Russia can rebuild and feel able to
meet us as a cultural equal.
Concluding

his

address.

I^eo

showed colored slides taken during
his stay in the Soviet and finished
with a display of souvenirs.
The first Thursday after Christ
mas the cabinet and officers will
lead a round

table discussion

011

CURRENTLY STARRING IN

“China”.

"STRANGE JOURNEY"

Pan-Hell Brings
Cheer to Needy

o Sol M. Wurtzel Production
R eleased By 2 0 th Century-Fon

At the last meeting of the

Pan-

Hellenic council it was decided to
provide some needy family in A p 
pleton with all of the making of a

French Club Meets,
Fetes and Eats

merry Christmas. Each sorority do

T h e walled city of Quebec, the
ty»-ically French Gaspo peninsula,
and close-ups of
Field
Marshall
Montgom ery were umong the inforesting features of colored slides
Viewed by the French club at their
Christmas party yesterday.
M ary Balza showed the pictures,
Which were taken by the Balza
family during their trip to Canada
this summer. Dr. Louis C. Baker. I
professor of French, told the group
a Christmas story.
T h e celebration ended with the
Serving of refreshments and
the
ainguiK of Christmas carols in
French.

”Tis the season to be Jolly” car
oled twenty-five Independent girls
to the patients and visitors at St.
Elizabeth's hospital
last
Monday
evening
From floor to floor the
gills, led by Lois Paszek. brought
tears and applause alike with their
renditions of favorite Christmas
Carols.
From "JinKle
Bells”
for little
Johnny Burley to "A w a y in the
M anger” for the maternity
ward,
the carols were selected appropri
ately. Solos were done by l.ois Pastek and Flo Anderson.
ff\ SS-*

us*

Rtf

w x

« A

nated $10 and an additional $30 was
taken from the Pan-Hellenic trea
sury to buy underclothes, sweaters,
shoes, overshoes and other articles
of clothing.
The family chosen includes the
father and nine children, the oldest
of which is fourteen. At the meet
ing held last Wednesday the gifts
were wrapped.
The Pi Phis also donated a bas
ket of food and a Christmas tree to
family.

GREGG
COLLEGE

A School of Business—P re fe rre d b y
C ollege M on a n d W om en

Independent Girls
Carol Hospital

4 MONTH
INTENSIVE COURSE
SECRETARIAL TRAINING FOR COLLEOf
STUDENTS AND GRADUATES
A thorough, incentive cour\c— \tartin*
June, Oitnher, February. Bul
letin A o n request
•

SPECIAL COUNSELOR for 0.1. TRAINING
•

ReiiuUr Day and Fvenin* Schools
Thruujthout the Year. Catalog
•
Prwidrtit, John IlnWrt (Jivjnr, S C D.
Director. I*«ul M I’alr. M.A.

THE G R E G G COL L E GE
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COOLER SMOKING

2

Our entire organization joins in o whole
hearted

wish

for your happy holiday

CHESTERFIELDS STACK UP RIGHT

BIG SHOE STORE
res <-sMsa,y a res, res res v-svat
» X SM

SM *5* SM

yas s a res yq

WITH THE A B C ’S OF SMOKING

re» res res res vq; t a lxacfrafl
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PLEASURE
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Season's Greetings
MAC'S FUR RANCH
GEO. M ocKINNON, Prop.

i

PRENTICE, W ISCONSIN

I

say so myself, it’s a tree fit for a

opinion was that Russia, torn in
ternally and with a
low
living

Curtain” for reasons of security. He

The annual Germ an club Christ
mas party was held, as usual, las!
Sun d <y afternoon at the home of
Dr. G . C. Cast.
As was to be e x 
pected, the program was presented
in Germ an, with two solos by June
Gerhart/, the gospel read by Matt
Itiley, president of the group, and
two Christmas stories read by Jo
Stidham. “ Der
Erste Weinachtsbau m .” a play, was presented by
arjinret Abraham and Dick Goree.
After the program the group sang
Christmas carol and visited in in
formal groups. A lunch. Mis. Cast’s
annual treat to tiie club members,
of hot punch and Germ an cookies
W a& served. The party ended and
•‘Dankeschoen.’* ‘ Auf wicdersehen"
and “ Froehliche Weinachten” were
•aid at the door.

trimmings

sented in the v >lume “Best Short Christmas tree are ready. W h eew !
Stories— 1946” for the fourth time It took me practically all morning

would come only through gradual
contacts

and

Club Celebrates
German Yuletide

Warren Beck, professor of E n g 
lish at Lawrence college, is repre

Tinsel? No!
Suet? Sure!

C O N T A C T LEN SES LOST!
Contact lenses valued at $150..
00 were lost on the Beloit special
train Nov. 9.
Lenses were In
brown purse. Please leave len.
ses in one of the baskets in the
*Lawrentian” office. Thank you.

ALL OVER A ME R I C A - C H I S T E R F I E L D IS TOPS!
Ccpr .0M 1946, lo o m ft Mrut To»««« Ce.

